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By Amy Helmes
The Xavier Newswire
AccordingtothreeSGAsenators who recently attended a conference of Jesuit universities,
Xavier has a reputation for having an extremely liberal theology department. What are
Xavierfaculty and students' saying about theology at Xavier?
"If liberal is meant as trying
to use the latest insights coming
out of theological disciplines,
then in that sense yes, we are
liberal," said Dr. William
Madges, professor of theology
at Xavier.
Although Madges found it
difficult to respond to such a
general label, he says Xavier's
theology department may be
more recognized because of the
professorswhohavewrittenextensively on cutting edge issues.
For example, Madges cited
the works of Dr. Paul Knitter
who is very interested in the
views of other world religions.
Dr. Christina Gudorf as well,
wrote on ethical issues from a
feminist perspective and
women's roles in the Christian
tradition during her years as a
professor at Xavier.
Madges said possibly the
name recognition is what makes
Xavier's theology deparbnent
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''Part of our mission is to help people
have their own op~ons abo~t things."
-Dr. Brennan Hill,
Theology Department

Dr. Brennan Hill
better known, but he imagines
that other Jesuit universities are
addressing similar issues.
After meeting Catholic theologians from other Jesuit universities, Dr. Brennan Hill said
that Xavier's. theology department is fairly typical of other

schools.
"I consider myself a liberal
educator," said Hill. ''The no-

Dr. Paul Knitter
tion of liberal thinking in its
roots is to be free to think about
and to critique things. Part of
our mission is to help people
have their own opinions about
things."
According to Hill, the theology department may be seen as
liberal becalise there is not an
attempt to indoctrinate students. Rather than telling stu-

CALENDAR 12

CHUCKLES 11

dents what they have to believe
in, the professors work to show
alternative interpretations.
In addition, Hill said the department sees itself as part of a
Church that is in dialogue with
other religions, learning from a
variety of different faiths.
Also, the theology taught at
Xavier gets involved with the
process ofliberating others from
injustice, poverty, and oppression, and having an awareness
of the lack of freedom that others
have.
Madgesadded thatsomestudents may find their theology
classes to be liberal simply because they are used to religious
educationthatformspeopleinto
a particular way of thinking.
"I would say that we teach
the official position but we may
raise questions about adaptation
ornewunderstandings," he said.
Lately, the Vatican has been
trying to crack down on Catholic schools who are not teaching
theofficialChurchdoctrines. Hill
said this papal involvement is
currently creating tension in
many university theology departments and has the potential
for creating serious dilemmas in
· the future.
"There are boundaries or certain interpretations which are
outside of tradition," said Hill.

"We're not just saying students
can believe anything they want."
Xavier students agree that
their theology classes are more
liberal than what they're used
to.
Brian Beirneschu said he was
shocked at the subject matter
that was discussed in his theology classes.
"You don't expect to hear
such openness about sexuality
in theology classes. You exp~t
the traditional thinking. My
classes have seemed to take a
more realistic view of the world
than the Church has, and are
more open to issues we have to
face," said Beirneschu.
Senior Joe McHalec said the
unique course offerings allow
for more liberal discussions in
the classroom, such as the AIDS
seminar he recently took
Most students asked viewed
their classes as liberal because
the professors expressed their
views on subjects that were
against traditional Catholic beliefs. Others stated they were
able to think about important
issues in ways they never had
before.
"A student's independent
thought and personal synthesis
is emphasized more than strict
dogmaordoctrine,"saidsopho-·
more Bob Loparo.

)

The

Safety
Notes

November 9, 11:20 p.m.
A student reported that
she was assaulted by her
roommate in the Xavier
Village. She did not wish to
press charges.

Please report any suspicious
activities on campus to Safety
and Security at x-1000.

Attention
Nomination applications for the Bishop
·Fenwick Teacher of the
Year award are available at the Information
Desk, cdfulhuterinforma tion desk, and
McDonald Library.
The deadline for
nominations is December 1, 1993.
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Campus debating required service
By Kathleen Earley
The Xavier Newswire

November 11, 7:30 a.m.

A suspect was soliciting
money in Brockman parking lot. A non-stuqent was
arrested who had two misdemeanor warrants out for
his arrest.

Xavier

A committee of students and
professors met recently for preliminary discussionsaboutmaking volunteer service a part of
Xavier's academic curriculum.
The committee, organized by
the Academic Vice President's.
office, included students
Stephen Zralek, Nicole
Hartman, Renee Richland, as
well as faculty members Dr.
Dennis Long, George Russell
and John LaRocca, S.J.
Currently,Zralek, whoisalso
SGA president, is looking at the
different options available for
studentsconcemingservice. He
said we could either make community service a requirement
or offer it as an optional class.
Zraleksaid seI'Vice could be a
beneficial part of the curriculum, bu the is not sure of the best
way to enact the proposal.
Hartman said if service were
included in thecorecurriculfun,
many students would benefit.
However, she.said she is hesitant to force 5ervice oh sfudents.
Richland, a senator for SGA,
· saidcommunityserviceisagreat
.. idea, although she refrained~~:. from disclosing her co111pl~je
opinion on the issue. She said
service should atleast be an academic choice.
She also said the committee
meetingwasveiyeffective. "The
me;ting was good because of

•

opportunity

of the
season Is
right uncler
your nose.
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the variety of backgrounds of
people. We were able to discuss
our different viewpoints thoroughly," she said.
Dr. Dennis Longwasalso part
of the first meeting about community service. As a professor
of. social work, he said the notion of community service is
useful if it is grounded in meaningful ·experience.· Long. said
suchexperiencecanbeachieved
through discussions between
studen~.and professors. He also

said service should not be a ~
quirement because dialogue between students and professors
would not be as meaningful.
"I think it's a meaningful experience when faculty and students have .an opportunity to
discuss the service and reflect
on the experience," Long said.
He also said service should
be performed not only through
the departmentof social work,
but also through other concentrations on campus.

Kaplan
•

Grenada British Television will be on hand to film
Dave Coleman's Creative
Dating Workshop on Nov.
30 in the University Center
Theater.
The television company
plans to produce a documentary from the workshop and will interview
members of the audience
on film for the project.
All students and friends
are invited to attend the
Creative Dating Workshop,
which will start at 7:30 p.m.
and run for a little more
than one our:
The documentary will be
shown in England and
eventually across most of
Europe. Please call the Student Activities office for
more information.
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Search continues for campus-wide recycling plan
small group ofstudents,"hesaid.

By Beth Delaney
The Xavier Newswire
A group of faculty and students, including student Senator Matthew Puhl, Dr. Richard
Hirte, Fr. Leo Klein, and Mary
Shoen, have recently met with
representatives from Rwnpke
to to. establish the role of an
outside company in Xavier's
recycling efforts.
The process for a new recycling plan is still in its early
stages. Fr. Klein will soon be
forming a task force to address
questions such as how much
Matthew Puhl ·
extra help will be required by
Xavier's physical plant and
whether to place recycling bins
in all of the campus's dorms · on how to educate the students
about recycling.
and other buildings.
"It's too much work for a
Puhl has also been working .

use of campus radio stations and
newspapers, providing posters,
bulletins, and presentations, and
even offering a class about recycling.
Puhl stresses that the new
recycling program is still in its
early stages.
"We're planning for an outside contractor to pick up the

Puhl said he feels all Xavier
studentSmustbeeducatedabout
recycling in order for the program to be successful.
Puhl has written to several
other univ~rsities who have alreadyestablishedrecyclingprograms and asked themforinformationabouthowtheyeducated
their students;
He has heard from several
schools, including Purdue, Wil.:.
Iiams, Dartmouth, and Penn
State.
" I thought the Penn State
program was very effective because it was so organized in its
education," Puhl said.
Penn State's education campaign includes sending letters
about recycling to individual
·students, dubs, departments,
and faculty members, making

recyclables," Puhl said.
"But we have to know what
we will need to do to get the
goods collected and the students educated," he said.
What about all those recycling bins scattered around
campus right now? Puhl said
that the bins are still left over
from the old recycling set-ups.
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Experiencing our identity

The
Xavier
Newswire

When considering whether community service
should be integrated within the required core curriculum at Xavier, we ought to look at what knowledge and benefits are to be gained by volunteering.
Working with the sick and underprivileged has a
profound way of putting things in perspective. Suddenly the shadows ()f our own minor dilemmas
. disappear in the stark light of reality.
We gradually become more tolerant of others as
we learn to walk in their worn, ragged shoes through
their often bleak environment.
Our experience forces us to grow, and hopefully
gain a little insight, compassion and consideration. If
you could take a class that would teach you how to
. possess all of these qualities, wouldn't you take it?
Xavier faculty and students now considering the
issue of service in the curriculum ought to re-assess
the benefits of E Pluribus Unum, a class already
aimed at. providing students with more complete
human understanding. What are students really
gaining from this.class?
If it is necessary to have a core curriculum that
reinforces Xavier's Jesuit ideals, the required classes
certainly ought to form a solid foundation derived
not' solely from textbooks, b.ut froin experience in
·working with, developmg and understanding those
ideals.
.
Volunteering is an integral part of the Jesuit identity. Replacing .E Pluribus Unum with service in the
core curriculum would be the best way to bring
Xavierstudentscloserto realiiing the potential within
.their identity.
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By Jesse Lahey
The Xavier Newswire .

The situation in Over-the-Rhine
Photography/Graphics
seems
hopeless. A boy tells me
Holly Brooks
about the brutal murder of his faMichelle Schmenk
ther and how. he's been jumped
Calendar
twenty-five times. A mother with
JohnMcHale
several children needs a place to
live. Amanshareswithmehowhe
Advertising
soldhisweddingringtobuycrack.
Scott Kolbe
These are a few of the. people
I've met while volunteering at two
Staff
of the many agencies in Over-theNicole Taylor
Rhine (OTR)thataretryingtosolve
Accounts Receivable these types of problems. But are
Julie Korte
there any solutions? ·
These problems of poverty,
Te Xnier Newswire is published homelessness, Crime, and ··SUb·
lluuughouttheschool year,exceptdur· stance abuse seem so complex and
ing vacation and final exams, by the
studen1sofXavierUnivetsity,3800Vic· deep-rooted that they tempt one to
""Y Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207• believe they have no solutions.
2129.
The statemeilb and opinions omw
This belief leaves two ,options:
JCaVr Newswire are not necessarily
l t ·1 ·
the poor m• our
thoee o1111e student body, faculty, comp e e y ignore
oudministrationo/Xavier. Statemenb country or spend enough money
and opinions of columnists do not to alleviate some o.f the symptoms
.-.arily
reflect thole of the
editonor general· staff.
of their problems (perhaps mak,;,
Subscription rain are $30/year or •
th
.
.
)I
uld
$15/-ler within the USA and are mg emeas1erto1gnore • tWO
pnwated.
Subscription inquiries behardforamoralsocietytochoose
should be directed ID Charles Zepp,
ood
lklll•N Manager (513·745·3130). thefirstoptioning
conscience.
~ inquiries lhould be di·
Our government seems to have
nctld lo Carole Md'Nllip1, Adwr&
th
d
1ar
-. MaNpr tsu-1'5-3.%1).
chosen e secon option; a ge
Xav11r un1ven11y 1a an academic part of ·its solution. has· been to
- - " I f ~;::..: ~ throw money at these problems. If
:,-9 ;:' ::na::.i!;.. nlllfort.. people are poor, give them a little
....__1 _ _ _ _ __.. mmey. Givetheirlddsfreebreak-

-S.B.

fastandlunchatschool. Ifcrime stance abuse.
knows people who are now
isaproblem,increa5ethepolice
Mentallyillmenmakeupthe healthy that still receive SSI and
force.· If ·people ·are alcoholics second largest percentage; most will do so for the rest of their lives.
and don't performwell on the of them were released from There'ssimplynoincentivetoget
job, give them some money so mental hospitals by the govern- off.
theydon'tneedjobs. This is.like ment in the 1970s. Among the
The great irony with SSI, my
a doctor who gives an appendi- •·remainder, most live in 01R to ·friend said, is that it considers alcitis patient a painkiller; buf minister to the poor, the ad- coholism a disability. Our govdoesn't treat his appendix.
dieted, and th~.mentally ill.
emment pays people who are adBut some people, including
I also asked•my.~riend about dieted to alcohol, thus removing
myself, cannot accept that these , welfare'sinfluencein the neigh- an important incentive to work or
problemsarehopeless. I've been borhood. He first said that the seek rehabilitation.
trying to learn about the person- ·cut in General Assistance a few
What I took away from converality of OTR and other poor years ago, whi9.\ ·~parked oµt- sations with my knowledgeable
neighborhoods and about how cry by homeless advocates, had friend is that the government is
thecurrentassistanceprograms some positive effects. For one missing the mark in its efforts to
affect them.
thing, it forced many single, assist the kinds of people that live
One of my sources of infor- healthy men, who can now only in OTR. It seems to have lost hope
mation is a man I work with at receive a. hundred dollars a in finding solutions and has reone OTR agency. My friend's monthforsixmonthsoutof the sortedtotreatingsymptoms-but
concern for the 01R cominu- year, to get jobs;
.
it doesn't even do that effectively!
nity has.become a full-time job.
Manymen,however,instead
The government gives money,
Besides working for Sign of the chose to live off women with foodstamps,andemergencymediCross Housing ancl The Lord's children who receive Aid for calcaretoneedyfamiliesandsingle
Gym, he spends IJlilch time vis- DependentChildren..Manyoth- people, but not even enough to
itingpeopleonthestreetsandin ers, by claiming to have a dis- raise their income to the poverty
their homes.
ability,nowreceiveSupplemen- level. It does the saine for menSince he's so familiar with talSectiritylncome(SSl),another tally ill, physically disabled, and
the neighborhood, l asked my federal program providing alcoholic people, without trying
friendquestionsabout.thearea's around $400 a month~ .Once a to rehabilitate them or help them
men, a good starting point be- person begins to receive SSI, transcend their disabilities.
cause this population segment however, no .social worker is · Furthermore, the government
seems relatively easy to isolate assigned tofollow up· the case ignoresthefactthatincentivesand
and observe; Reflecting on his· ·,and.make sure the participant disincentives. strongly influence
expetjences, ht!, es~ted that. stillneeds the income. Further- everyone,includingpeopleinpovasmal\yas_70percentofthemen more,it~muchefforttoget erty. ·Its "assis~ce" only inakes
have beeit involved with su~ offSSI. C~~y,myfriend the poor more dependent on it.
h

l--1etters to the editor
ISS sets the
record straight
Asthepresidentof thelnternationalStudents'Society,I was
pleased to see the article "SAC
co-sponsors Holiday Ball"[The
Xavier Newswire,November 10.
1993]becauseof theexposureit
will give the dance. The article
reports the International Students' Society is working together with the Student Activities Council to present the
dance. This is true. I was then
shocked at the misinformation
that followed.
First of all, this will not be
the "first ever" holiday dance
as the article states. The first
HolidayDancewasheldon December 4, 1992. ISS officers
worked very hard with a small
budget to create a very successful dance last year. The idea of
the dance originated in the fall
of 1992 by ISS officers.
The Newswire article then
states, "After hearing of the
idea,thelntemationalStudents'
Society asked SAC if they
would co-sponsor the event
with them." Thisisfarfromthe
truth. Why would the ISS ask
SAC to co-sponsor the dance
after having planned it for two
years? We agreed to work with
SAC after they approached tis
with a plan to co-sponsor the
event.
ISS was concerned about
calling the event a "Christmas
Dance," as SAC members suggested, for fear it· would exclude members of some cultures who ·do not celebrate
Christmas. ISS ·officers chose
the Dec. 3 date to de-emphasizeChristmasand because itis
timely with a number of holidays.
.
These points may seem like
nit-picking, but ISSofficersand
members, both past and
present, feel slighted and ignored. If this is how SAC treats
its co-sponsors, as the president of ISS, I will seriously contemplate not co-sponsoring any
other activity with SAC.
Dolores Aleman
President ISS

SGAgives
due credit
After reading the article
"SAC co-sponsors Holiday
Ball,"Ifeltitnecessarytoclarify
a few points in order to ensure
the International Students' Society receive the credit it deserves.
·

While the idea for a Student
Activities Council dance was
thought of by Tina Caputi during a summer workshop, it
wasn't the first time a holiday
dance was planned. Last year,
the ISS had a successful dance.
Later in the year, with this
knowledge, ISS was contacted
by SAC to co-sponsor the dance.
This was the first major event
in which SAC contacted another
campus group to co-sponsor an
event. Because of this fact, there
were problems in the way SAC
worked with its ISS partner.
The enthusiasm SAC members had for the event resulted
in ISSmembersnot being able to
·contribute to the extent they
wanted.
Problems were
prepetuated by the article, which
gave more credit to SAC for the
conception and planning of the
event than it did to ISS members.
In the future, when co-sponsoring arrangements are made
between campus groups and
SAC, members should feel free
to contact me. I will make sure
that both groups are contributing to the event or project as
stated by the co-sponsorship
agreementand thatbothgroups
are rightly recognized for their
work.
Aaron Tropmann
Admiliistrative Vice
President, SGA

XU student
hankering for
brain food

I have realized that the extra-curricular activities at
Xavier tend to focus on strictly
social aspects; there seems to
be a lack of intellectual activities outside of the classroom.
Xavier should invite intellectual minds to lecture oncertain topics thus enhancing our
cognition of worldly affairs.
The idea of an academic institution is to provide an educationandhelpstudentsdevelop
As a commuter, I see things
ideasaboutcertainsubjects.
It's
happen in the parking lots that
about time that our education
might not be noticeable to the
general population at Xavier. · expanded beyond Alter Hall.
_ As students, we tend to bolt
Sincetheclosing.ofLedgewood,
from the classroom with great
I have seen people who are not
Xavier students cut through the· pleasure. At the same time, we
give no heed to what our proNorth Parking Lot, and there is
fessors
have taught until the
no reason why this should be
night before an exam.
happening.
I think the introduction of
People who live in the· Cinspeakers
on a variety of subcinnati community enter the
jects
would
increase our ability
North Lot near Victory Parkto
apply
the
knowledge that
way and continue through the
we
attain
in
class.
lot to the exit on Herald A venue
Educational speakers will
in order to avoid going around
obviously never generate as
campus to Dana Avenue.
much interest and excitement
I thought the closing of
as
Kevin Nealon or a musical
Ledgewood A venue was for the
band. Such speakers would
safety of Xavier students. The
also not be a source of revenue
only thing the closing has done
for
the university. However, I
for me is force me to dodge cars
amconfidentthattherearescinon Xavier's private property instead of on the public property . tillatingmindsalreadyoncampus who would be glad to give.
of the City of Cincinnati. (If I
open lectures at no cost.
were to get hit on Xavier prop-

Ledgewood road
block creates

commuter follies ··

erty, I wouldn't get as much
money from a lawsuit as if ·I
·were hifon public property.) .' ·
,
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Himarishu Roy
' ·
Senior:
~.
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Volleyball teamface$ Evansville on Aces home floor

XU earns #4 seed in MCC tourney
By Craig Soncrant

XU News source
The Lady Musketeer volleyball team travels to the University of Evansville for the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
(MCC) Tournament this weekend.
The ladies earned the number four seed and a pairingwith
host-school Evansville in the
first round. Xavier plays at 1
p.m. on Saturday.
The Lady Musketeer volleyball closed their regular season
with three straight victories this
week. Xavier up-ended
Morehaed State, crosstown rivalCincinnatiand Eastern Kentucky. .
Xavier avenged an earlier
season loss by defeating
Morehead State three games to
one on Tuesday. Xavier's offensive barrage was led by a
trio of attackers which amassed
42 of Xavier's 59 kills.

Junioroutsidehitter Kim King
andfreshmanoutsidehitterSally
Schulte each collected 16 kills
while senior middle blocker
Gwen Zang collected 14 kills.
Freshman outside hitter Katie
Andrewsled the defense with 13
digs while sophomore setter I
defenderspecialistBeckiMeador
and Schulte each collected ten
digs.
Friday, XU travelled to crosstown rival Cincinnati and defeated the Lady Bearcats three
games to one.
King, Schulte and Zang again
led Xavier's offense. Zang engineered 15 kills follow~d by
Schulte's 12 and Kfug's11.
Freshman setter Susie
Checkett set a new single-season
assist record by amassing 43
matchassiststogiveherl,357for
the season.
The new mark breaks the old
record of 1,356 set· by Jennifer
Nunn in 1990.
Junior middle blocker Missy
HathomandZangcombinedfor

13 of Xavier's 28 block assists to
lead the defense.
The Lady Musketeers easily
handled Eastern Kentucky in
three games on Saturday.
The Lady Musketeer's attacking threesome of King, Schulte
and Zang once again led the
team. King and Schulte eachhad
12 kills while Zang tallied nine.
King's nine kills brought her
within two kills of a new singleseason kill mark at Xavier.
King has 530 kills on the season. The of 531 single-season
kills was set by Kathy Kalb in
1988.
C<;>mmenting<:>n the three victories and the upcoming conference tournament head coach
Floyd Deaton says,
"It's good to be entering the
tournament with momentum
from a three-match winning
streak."
· "TheMCCfieldisstrong. We
have a tough draw having to
face Evansville on its home floor
in the first round."

photo by Michelle Schmenk

Freshman Susie Checkett sets the ball to her Xavier teammates.

Rifle defeats third
ranked Air Force
By Stacy Recker
The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier rifle team keeps
shooting everybody down.
Air Force, which was ranked
number three in the preseason
fell this weekend to the Musketeers who set school records in
the process.
XU defeated theFalcons61876134 at the Walsh Rifle tournament Saturday. The Walsh is
the largest NCAA shoot off in
the nation. After two weekends,
the Muskies lead the Walsh tournament.

XU set records for total points
and total smallbore points. The
smallbore team compiled a
score of 4651.
"Our scores were the best in
Xavier history," said Head
Coach AlanJoseph. "We hope
to continue our record setting
performances as the season continues."
Personal bests were shot this
weekend by team captain Bill
Caldwell with a score of 1162.
Wes Robinson's shooting tallied 1167and freshman Andrea
Lorenz finished with a 1152.
The new rifle rankings will
be out after the Walsh .
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1993-94 Mens basketball schedule
DATE

TEAM

TIME

Nov.22
Nov.29

Polish Natinal team
Marietta

7:30
8

Dec. 4
Dec.6
Dec.11
Dec.18
Dec. 20
Dec. 30

Duke

7:30

Hartford
Miami
Virgina Tech
UNC-Ashville
Maryland-BaltimoreCty

8
7
8
8
7

Jan. 3
Jan.8
Jan.9
Jan.12
Jan. 15
Jan.19
Jan.22
Jan.24
Jan.26
Jan.29
Jan. 31

East Tennesee St.
Brown
New Hampshire
Dayton
Butler
Cincinnati
Evansville
Dayton
Detroit Mercy
Loyola
St. Francis

7:30
7:30
7:30
8
2
8
8:30
7:30
8
7:30
7:30

Feb.5

La Salle

Feb.12

George Washiugtou

Feb.16
Feb. 19

Butler
Detroit Mercy

Xavier basketball has been
ranked 15th by Street and Smith
Magizine, 28th by Associated
Press and 34th by Dick Vitale's
basketball magizine. Here's
how we stack up the other college teams at the Newswire:

1. North Carolina
2. Arkansas
3. Temple
4. Duke
5. Kansas
6. Kentucky
7. California
8. Michigam
9. Illinois
10. Syracuse
.......... ~.~--~··:~ ' .

8
Noo11
8
4

'·

photo by Michelle Schmenk

Feb.23

vcu

Feb.26

Evausville

Marl
Mar3

Loyola
La Salle
MCC Tournament

Mar6,7,9

8

·Noo11

·s
8

TBA

Bold print indicates home game. Italics indicate game will be televised by ESPN.

RESERVE
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OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Oklahoma State
Georgia Tech
Minnesota
UCLA
Louisville
Indiana
Purdue
Massachusetts
Virginia
Vanderbilt
Xavier
George Washington
Cincinnati
Marquette
Georgetown

Badlasses, Panthers
win football titles
Flag fotball women
A group of youthful upstarts
made the culmination of a dream
season.
The Bad Lasses, a group of
gridironspecialists took the senior-laden Bar Floozies 6-0 in
the women's flag football finals.
Tina Caputi connected with
Mary Ellen Melle on a touchdown pass for the only score of
··the game.·. , .
.
The game was intense and
emotional, and could be 'the beginning of a dynasty for the Bad
Lasses.
Flag football men
The fourth seeded Black Panthers defeated the CCMS Death
Squad 2~20. The high powered
offense of the Black Panthers
prevailed over the defensive
minded Death Squad.

Softball
Once again, Dick Bums returned to the winners circle.
Excellent fielding and timely
hitting by this bunch once again
were the keys to victory. Even
without stalwart Matt Menard
in the final game, Dick Burns
romped 11~3 over Bob's Beer
Nuts ..
SportsCenter Notes
OSC will be closed Nov. 2528. The sportscenter will be
open from 7 a.m.- 10 p.m. on
Nov24.
XUIM 4 on 4 basketball tournament finals are scheduled for
Dees.
Co Rec is at 4 p.m, Men's
championship begins at 5 p.m.
and women's finals start at 6
p.m.

SAC
Concun, Mexico

'J".L

·]~~~

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the
and helps you take on the challenges of
course description, and Army ROTC is
command.
..
the name. It's the one college elective -~There's no obligation until your
junior year, so there's no reason not to
that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential
try it out right now.

February 27 • March 6, 1994
Package Includes:
Roundtrip nonstop charter air
7 nights hotel accomodatlons at Club Las Perlas
Hotel taxes
Roundtrlp arlport hotel transfers

Rates per person based on:
Quad o~cupancy - $509.00

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMUTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CD Tm.
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call

.

745-3646

e

Space is limited
$100.00 per person deposit is required
to secure reseNation
Final Payment Is due January 3. 1994

e

.,

•
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Finally, there is 'No Alternative'
By R. Gibbons
The Xavier Newswire

No Alternative is unmistakably the definitive rock compilation for our "oft-labeled, seldom understood generation."
The diverse ensemble of artists
that perform on No Alternative
are currently the premiere
names in modem music. The
gifts so generously donated by
this troupe of talented. performers are definitely not reject or
scrap pile songs unworthy of
spots on their own distinctive
productions. Each effort is top
notch quality, either recorded.
specifically for the purpose of
NoAlternative,orwithheldfrom
publicconsumptionpriortothis.
benefit. All net proceeds from
this recording will be distributed to AIDS organizations
worldwide.
·
· Two of the masterminds behind No Alternative separately
givesignificancetothealbum's
title within the context of the
insert. Producer Chris Mundy
slams the casket shut on the
music media's destructive ten.;.
dency to label and categorize.
Pasting a restrictive label on the
face of an artist's work has become titanically cliche, and of.:.
ten hurtful in the sense that it
subtracts both from the satisfaction of the performing art-

ists and. the audiences which version of "Effigy" and the Goo
they play for. Mundy declares, GooDollscovertheclassicRoll"Thisisnotaltemativerock. 'Al- ing Stones rocker, "Bitch."
temative' rock does not exist.
Pavement, contagiously offDon't categorize," he demands. center as usual, sings a tribute to
"Just listen. This is the music of R.E.M. ("southern boys just like
your life; in your life; about your you and me"), entitled "Unseen
life. It's not us versus them. It's Power of the Picket Fence."
just us. And this is the way we
Live performances include
sound."
The Breeders "Iris" and the
Executive producer and co- BeastieBoys"lt'stheNewStyle,"
director John Carlin as.signs a from Licence to nl.
deadlier meaning to No AlternaBob Mould gets acoustic with
tivebyeducatingabouttheAIDS "Can't Fight It," and Smashing
crisis. "The epidemic of Pumpkins, who couldn't create
intolerance ... has caused hun- a bad song if they tried, have
dreds and thousands of people another winner with "Glynis."
aroundtheworldtosufferneed- Buffalo Tom plays "For All to
lessly and sometimes die," states See," and Urge Overkill recomCarlin. "AIDS will not just go mends that you "Take a W a1k
awayandwehavenochoicebut with Yourself" and " ... get to
to learn to deal with it, responsi- know the person behind the
bly, honestly and compassion- face." Soundgarden, the proud
ately... and there's no altema- godfathers of Seattle grunge,
tive."
disturb the peace set by the pre. . The emotion,_be~d, th~ m~.., .. ,c~g nUll}~r, '~lio~d_ On" by
sic backs theurgencyof thenieS- . (Sarah Mclachlan. . ·
sage it delivers.
. ·
American Music Club, the
Matthew Sweet's emphatic Verlaines, Patti Smith, Barbara
welcome to No Alternative, Manning and Straitjacket Fits
"Superdeformed," is similar. to alsocontributetoNoAlternative.
the clamorous ''Dinosaur Act" Sonic Youth does not have a
whicfll opens his own Altered song on the compact disc ed.1- .
Beast.
tion as promoted. However,
Soul Asylum does a soulful, . Youth fans need not fret, bespunky rendition of Marvin cause it's on cass...uh, the tape.
Gaye's "SexualHealing." Uncle
Contrary to the Nirvana-less
TupelopayrespecttoCreedence songmenuandmentioned.cred.Clearwater Revival with their its, Kurt and. his apprentices

photo by Ed Sirrf

Buffalo toin makes a guest appearance, along with several
other distingUished musicalpersonae, on
· No Alternative, an Aids benefit compilation.
sneak onto the album as· the -·: this recording· is· fighting to
eradicate. · AIDS must be conunlisted. finale...· . . ·. · ·
NoAlternativeisastellaf sam.;. quered; ·and education is the
piing of what modern music's·· first step. To support an enormostcreativeand respected art- . mouscausewithanexceptional
ists have to offer. The songs are portion ofgood music and good
infectious and catchy.. Unfortu".' intentions, look for No Alternanately, so is the disease which tive.
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Genius of Rodin at Cincinnati Art Museum
By Jay Kalagayan
tlze Xavier Newswire

file photo

"Call to Anns (the Genius of War)" and other sculptures by Rodin
will be the featured temporary exhibit ~eginning Navember 21
' ·· at the Cincinnati ArfMuseum. ·
.

"Rodin was a master whose
influence and reputation invoked names such as the last
Romantic, the first Impressionist and so on," said Millard F.
Rogers, Jr., director of the the
Cincinnati Art Museum.
Rodin, one of the most famous and celebrated sculptors
of the 19th century will be featured at the Cincinnati Art Museum, beginning November 21,
in the exhibition Rodin: Sculphm from the B.. Gerald Cantor
Collection. This collection covers
the famed sculptor's most productive years, between 1860and
1908. The Cantor collection is
comprised of 52 sculptures,
single and multi-figure pieces,
portraits, and maquettes.
Some of the sculptures feature Rodin'searly works such as
"Man with a Broken Nose," created during Rodin's days of
working on decorative commissions. Another example of
Rodin'sinterpretation of t:J:i.eclassical idea is the sculpture "St.
John the Baptist Preaching". This
piece broke with the traditions

of conventional sculpture, invoking contempt in contemporary viewers but firmly establishing Rodin's original and
unique talent.
.
In 1880,Rodin was employed
by the French government to
design a bronze entrance portal
fora proposedMuseumofDecorative Arts in Paris. An artist in
his own right by then, Rodin
was set on a design of his own
choice. Dante's Inferno served
as the inspiration for his design,
titled "The Gates of Hell".
Rodin's idea for these doors was
a monumental fusion of architecture and sculpture which
would include hundreds of figures writhing in a kind of chaos.
Later, Rodin changed many of
the hlllldreds of figures into individual or group sculpture after the project was cancelled.
Orie of the most famous
pieces from the never created
"Gates of Hell" project, and
probably also one of Rodin's
most well-known works is "The
Thinker", an athletic figure depicted in sober meditation. The
figure sits, hand-to-chin, but his
muscles are strained with effort,
..evidence of a powerful internal

struggle. Other pieces drawn
from the Gates of Hell project
are "The Kiss", which is a sculpture from an actual scene from
Dante's Infemo of the ill-fated
lovers Paolo and Francesca and
the sorrowful piece "Caryatid
with Stone", which depicts the
souls in Dante's Purgatory, who
expatiate their sins by carrying
huge stones on their backs.
Rodin's work changed the
style of sculpting and art. His
contemporaries included Corot,
Manet, Renoir, Monet, and
Picasso. Some say he is the heir
to the great works of
Michela.r:i.gelo.
Museum Director Millard
Rogers, Jr. will present a lecture
on Tuesday, December 7 at 7:30
p.m., entitled "Rodin: The
Sculptor, TI1e Art." Admission
at the door is $5 for the general
public, $4 for students and senior citizens, and free to members. The actual exhibition is
free with aclIDission to the rest
of the museum "($5.for adults,
$4 for students and senior citizens, free for children under 18
and museum 'members). The
exhibit will rµIl;(rom November 21 to Jru:iu.a,ty;9. · ·

. t.•

.
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Facial Acne
Male andfemalevoluntee~s, age13 to 25, may
qualify to·· participate ·in a medical research
study
facial acne. Financial compensation
will he provided for those participating.

for

Appoinfuwnts·are.available at_ our Anderson
Township, Montgomery and Mount Adam
offices. H interested, please call:

Dermatok>gy Research Associates
232~DERM (3376)

THE CAREER OF .
A LIFETIME
BEGINS WITH A
COLLE~E ELECl'IVE. ·
Air FORe ROTC I• deniled
u an electite. But it'1 IV men
· · lhan lhat • it'• 1 career development
propam lhat teachea )VII to be 1 lader,
lhat deYelopt your 1111111aerill lkil11, lhat
helpl )'1111f10Winto1 well·rounded and •Ir·
UlllNd Individual.
'
' '
For U-who qu1lil~, Air FOIU ROTC cm,_
help p9y rarcollep dnulh cllfrercnt •holanhip .....
pam1. Wlllll )'1111 pMuale, ,au'U be Iii Air Force oftlc«.
Proud. Allll canlldlllt. Caallct Detlclunlnt 665 • 1111 ', '
Ualvcnity ol~-~·

"- "':22J7.

'W!):·

. '.

"·" ' '
l!l/JilJJ
'

Staff"mg Services

•

Students & Teachers
Here's your opportunity to earn extra money
for all your holiday n~s.
Work Available iinrnediately for:
•Word Processors
•Clerical
•Accounting
•Technical
•Light Industrial

Work 1 day, -1 week, 1 month or longer.
TOP PAY ... NO FEES ...
621-1177
DOwntown
530-9675
Montgomery
'831-9675
Clermont
271-2225
Technical
731..:1661
Industrial

tou ff!., kif. >t>N~T <HA'M. AN ANllUAL FE!.
'

'

rMVIN6 bN(f; MAIN., WHAT

M> >t>EJN~T ~OW Wt>N~T Hll"-T Hllf.

-

.
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THE ·crossword
ACROSS
1 Engrossed
5 Bette or
Jefferson
10 Service branch:
abbr. ·
14 Nonpareil
15 "All in the
Family" name
16 Entreaty .
17 English queen
18 " - porridge
hot ... "
19 City in Georgia
20 Direct .
22 Atomic·P,8rtlcle
24 Green nut
27 Suave
30 Safe places
34 Damp
35 Frighten
36 Kindled·
37 "No ifs, ands, ·
or-"
38 Pay out
39 In one's right
mind
40 Dir. letters·
41 Swoon
42 Thickheaded
43 Closed again
45 Easy to chew
46 Stressful
situations
48 Kayaks
51 Pudding variety
55-the Red
56 Crazed
59 High-fiber food
60 Engrave.
61 Author Zola
62 Fat
63 Understands
64 Backs of necks
65 Fitzgerald or
Logan

DOWN
1 Certain horse
2-Domini
3 Actor Sean
4 Cross the line·
5 Oust
6 Able
7 By way of
8 Common
contraction
9 Animal tender
10 Remove
11 Narrow opening
12 Office
communication
13 City in France
21 Color

:
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23 Make angry ··' 44 Eras
25 Travels upward 45 Vestiges ( '.~·
26 Sing a certain .. 47 Serviceable.:.
·-1':; · ·49 Letters.~.:;::'.
way
27 Brown pigment 49 Funny Johnson
50 Pleasant
28 Excite
29 Takes the
52 Spoken
bait
53 Sandburg or
31 Antelope
Sagan
.
32 Wash cycle
54 Time - half
33 Direct
57 "I - Camera"
35 Undercover
58 Small drink
agents
38, Department
store
employees

..::·.

.; . ucl\ e,,~u~,-;:-~~,,_

__ 3~Logical

OH-:MAN /:"1M"GorN c;.

Please see page 14 for crossword answers.
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·"Oh, my nose I· -Marcia Brady.
on being struck wtth a roottx:JU.

hap~ned lo

What
1 Carol's
first husband?

A) Carol Fatally wounded him
with a bralten gin bottle during a
domestic dispute...· · , ; ·
. •I Carol's h!p5'gr- sa wide . · .
that there ...,as na longer any. · '· ·.
ro0m hx hini in their home, and ·
'Iii~ he was fcfi:ed lo leaYe. ·
!
C) She was n...., married. ·.
· Marcia, Jan, an_d Gncly are fhe.
bastard children of three

ra••·-----al~

M~R'I Drl!DCS 10 TAI(( UP ll~ ll~IGl\801$ OFFW
lO !7roP IN f>.N'<T1t11i;:.
.

\I \ \ Studl'lll ( 'hapll'r \lath ( '0111pdition

.·. .Which faur of the. followingBrady
twelve situations or
episode?
2
2.1

different Hell's Angel members.

ewnts
DID.NOTloke place an a
Bunch
I •• lhe Brady kids bm the Silwr Flatters.
Gncly is cruelly tricked
inlD thinking she's the next Shirlay Temple. 3.J Mike rapidly drinks a

THE GIFT EXCHANGE

·

~ • '(J'15 +AC"· m5.,.

3

appeaninc:e in the fintepisode?
Al Mike bocked av• the linle rascal wilh the car.
•I During a brief stint as a practici'!S satanist Jan
sacrificed the cal in the name of lucilw.
Cl Sam the Butdl•.
.-send--Y-Oll'_q_IMICllll
_ _and
_ _- - ,
top "I ....... Bu!~..,
•-I no.< 1,1111(] ':r!1*1 D ~1"9J
'! •!'!I ·~!I '...... :MeMIUY

cotmW!ft ta Mr. College at:
P.O. Box 431
Gorthel'JbUrg. MO, 20M4-043 I

/ · ··
.

l;' '·'

::rn2 + ::ii!'2 •

17 (Ptolemy).

alto

half-bonle of tequila and beats the hell out of Carol. 4.J Peter breaks
Mom's faw>rit• YOse. 5.J .Jal has twislild delusions of a secret admireir
named John Glass. 6.1 Greg drops lwa hils of acid and beals the hell out
of Carol. 7 ••. Peier saves girl Fram being messily aushed to death by a
ralling loy·slar• shelf.••• Greg nails Marcia... in the nose with a roolball.
:••• Alter being bittin by a rabid .monkay, nger goes mad and beats the
hell out of Carol. I o.t Bobby tries to slteldl himself by hanging From the
.swing set. I I .J Alice makes a big salad. I 2.J Carol drinks a large
.
bottle of nail·palish remoY91' and beats the hell out of henelf./''I':~~ ·• " .. · ·.

What happened lo Fluffy the cat after his

SOLUTION (DIFFERENCE OF VOLUMES)

lfl:.'lJF+mJ.U = m:' +lfD' = c:l:'+:.C:-' = 10 (Ptolemy).
Thus

::W2 =17- ~2

and

"3E 1 a

2

ID-AC

Since 1ide1 are lnl•CT•l (and potltive)

::i'C=

l~ A<7==4 and z:l"=3.

The volume or the parallelplped V,. • 1(4)(3) • 12 •
~;n::o•wd~~naJ wJll be the dlameler or the •phere, we

Six students in a dorm are exchanging Chris1m;u girts this
,·ear. Each of the six 1tudent1 will bring one gift to a. floor
~ouncllor who wlll then redistribute the gifu back to the
six students. How many poulble ways are there of redhi·
tributing the six gift!i back to the six students Ir no one
receives his or her own gift?
~ow can you find the formula far n students and n gifts?
(Hint: One way to proceed is to examine facton or S.
the numbers or ways, which are multiplif'd by n~. St.-e
how j changes as/\' changt?i from n!(j.. ) to (t1-:- J l~•J· .. ; : 1.0
11 ~ :?)!(J ... :).) Aftt'r you find the formula. try tu prmc 11
using mitthematlcal indur1ion.

' ·\
•

••W

Ai

CF

i1 clearly s

need

(CF' .. 32 + 42), we 1ee that

;it-2 =l'+s'.
Hence the radius or the sphere i1
The volume of the 1phere \', =

iji.

Jir(:.!ji)" m J f26v'26., l}ir./26

and
\'0 a

Vs -

1·,. =

1J1r~'26-12.

Alllol..._...,....,,....

aULBS: OpmlD.Uwdmla s..tpulOlulieD,,DUllJwdllim .. llexawlsr.iOffteelnmeof . .
- - MllltCompelff~wmbel'ftlnledwlawbmerwlll
' ............................ --4iolllllwwlllbe ........... ,.... ....... , _ _ . . , .
I
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• The Music Dept. announces a vocal and instrumental
concert. The party begins at 8 p.m. in the Theater.

• The Jazz Ensemble toots their horns tonight
at 8:15 p.m. in the Theater.

~

• Those wacky thespians are getting it all together for YOU!
You can go see Saint Joan at 8 p.m. in the Theater. It runs
until Sunday and it will cost you 2 bucks to get in.

• Kinl Deal & the rest of The Breeders come
down from Dayton to play Bogarts tonight.

• The Signalmen & Thistle play ABCD in Clifton. The show
will start around 10 p.m.

• The Circle K club has a meeting today at 4 p.m.
in the Regis Room of the University Center.

Travel Abroad and Work.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+ I
mo. teaching basic conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or
Asian languages required.
For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. ]5564
••FREE TRIPS &
CASH••
Call us to find out how hundredsof studentsarealready
earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Panama,
Daytona or Padre! CALL
NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
328-SAVEor(617)424-8222.
SPRING BREAK
7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!
NASSAU • PARADISE
ISLAND • CANCUN•
JAMAICA • SAN JUAN
Organize a small group Earn FREE trip plus
commissions!
1-800-GE'f-SUN-1
SSSSSS Li\ RN '52, '100 SSSSSS
I
FREE TRIPS!
Student Holidays, the
nation's leader in Spring Break
vacations, seeking enthusiastic,highlymotivatedstudents
and fraternities to the be the
Xavier University reps.
Earn Highest Commissions
and Travel Free!
Cancun! Daytona Beach!
l

• Go to the benefit show. This will be the best
thing this year other than our B-ball team!

\I I '\!>I\ I

-.1111

;1>11

I 1\11"

Reliable Students Needed
for new business owner. Very
flexible hours. Good pay. Reliable transportation required.
Call for an interview at 5311083.
FUNDRAISER
GROUPS & CLUBS
Raise up to $500-1500 in less
than a week plus win a trip to
.MTVSPRINGBREAK'94and
get a FREE T-Shirtjust for calling. 1-800-950-1039 ext. 65.
The Princeton Review, the
nation's leader in test prep,
seeks college grads to teach
~AT,ACT,GMAT,I.SAT,and

MCA T courses part-time.
Ideal candidate has great standardized test scores, an excellent academic background,
and great communications
skills. $11.00/~ plus paid
training. For more info, call
800-347-PREP.

ARE YOU IN NEED OF SOME EXTRA $$$ ?

HAVE WE GOT
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR· YOU! I I
The HYDE PARK THRIFTWAY
FOOD•DRUG is in need of

mature part-time employees!
Where could we find better
potential employees than at
Xavier University!!

Thrlftway offers •.•
•
Flexible scheduling - perfect for
•
•
•
•
•

Hot nights, cool drinks, live
music, sandy beaches ... and
you! Affordable Spring Break
trips to Jamaica, Cancun and
Florida. Call Shannon at 7321645 between 6pm-8pm for
more info.
FREE TRIPS AND
MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Pro-

grams 1-800-327-6013.

college stydents, homemakers, retirees,
and ... YOU!!
Medical insurance
Retirement plans, including 401 (k) and
profit sharing
Paid vacation & holidays
Advancement opportunities
Friendly working environment

We at Thriftway Food•Drug want you to be part of
our family. Y.Q.u can make a difference I
Fill out an application today at the Hyde Park.
Thrlftway, 3872 Paxton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45209.

11-Americancandidates
Brian Grant (pictured
here) .. and ·· Carol
Maqsen (featured on page 7)
are the focus of tWo teams
shooting for consecutive
NCAA appearances.
Lookinsideforscoutingreports
and predictions for the
campaign ahead.
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Quickness, depth
to propel Musketeers
"He's asked to apply a lot of defensive
pressure
on the ball at all times."
The Xavier Newswire
Hawkins, a tri-captain, will be asked
Last year, teams leaned on Brian Grant, to put the ball in the hoop more this
trying to take him out of the offense. This season. Last season's 7.7 points a contest
is misleading. He shot 41 percent from
season, Xavier will be leaning on him.
Grant leads the team into uncharted thethreepointlinelastseasonandhad 16
waters this season. XU has been picked points in the NCAA tournament versus
ashigh as 15th in the country by national Indiana and burned Duquesne for 23.
"Mike is so unselfish," said Head
publications. But to achieve that feat, the
Musketeers will need help from all posi- Coach Pete Gillen. "We would like to see
tions, not just the All-American candi- 11 or 12 points a game.
Massey was the man at Owens Techdate.
"Ourmissionisconfusion," said Head nical college. He led his school to two
consecutive
Coach Pete Gillen.
NJCAA champi"I'm pretty ugly
onships. He was
and we like the
will be
the tournament
team to reflect the
MVP twice. All
coach."
Massey did was
The backcourt
score 26 points a
will try to replace
season for two
the irreplaceable
years earning
Jamie Gladden.'
"Jamie is the
him NJCAA first
team All-Amerifourth leading
-Coach Pete Gillen can honors twice.
scorer in the
"Massey will
school's history,"
said Gillen; "The
helpusatthetwo
school's been
guard. He has
around since 1831. I don't know how the ability to score points in a hurry."
good the team·was back then, but that
"Massey will have to play a significant amount of minutes for us to be
says something about Jamie."
XwillbequickwithacapitalQ. Senior successful," said Grant. "He can create
Steve Gentry, junior Michael Hawkins his own shot, and that should help me
and junior college transfer Jeff Massey under the boards."
give the team the same gear it was shiftGrant will be the go-to guy when
ing into at NCAA tourney time last year. things get ugly. The 6-9 Center from
Gentry may be the most tenacious Georgetown, Ohio will see a variety of
defender to make the Cincinnati Gar- double teams from the moment the zedens home in some time. When he plays bras toss the ball in the air.
defense, he lulls you to sleep and then
"Brian's our focal point. He'll be chalpulls your teeth out without using lenged because he is the marked man."
novocaine.
Grant shot a school record 65.4 per"Steve calls our defenses," said Gillen. cent from the floor last season, good for
second in the country.
The "General" of the Musketeer force
averaged 18.5 points and 9.4 rebounds
last season. If he equals those totals this
season, he'll be the third leading scorer
and rebounder in Xavier history.
"He's a player who never makes a
mistake or takes a bad shot," said La
Salle Coach Speedy Morris.
Senior Erik Edwards and junior Larry
Sykes will help Brian up front.
Edwards,ahera.Idedrecruitfouryears
ago,maycontributebigtimeoffensively.
He was supposed to'start the first exhibition game, but a family illness kept him
out.
"He's an integral part of our team this
season," said Gillen. IfBriangetshurtor
gets in foul trouble, Erik has the chance to
be a big factor."
Sykes improved greatly last season.
He will need to replace the seven boards
photo by Greg Rust
a game that Aaron Williams gave the
Musketeers last season.
Pete Gillen is the winningest coach
Let's not forget the small forwards.
in Xavier history.
By Emmett Prosser

''Every game
like a
tournament game since we
don't have an automatic
bid to the NCAA."

.photo by Greg Rust

Tyrice Walker will look to contribute more highflyer acts to the XaVier Musketeer offense.
He averaged 8.2 points per game last season, including a 22 point effort at Evansville.
SeniorTyriceWalkerdefiestheprinciple
of. verticality. Junior College All-AmericanPeteSearscomestoXU tohelpouton
the boards.
"Searsplaysbiggerthanhissize. He's
only 6-4, but his strength is his offensive
rebounding."
Sears was named as one of the "Top
Junior College Performers" in Rick Ball's
J.C. report.
6-8 junior DuWaun Rose maybe the
mostexcitingplayerondefense to watch.
Hisfrenziedstyleoffullcourtpressureis
both exciting and effective
Four freshman will also fit in the mix.
Andre Smith, son of former Caviller
Bingo Smith is XU's tallest newcomer at
6-6.
Kenny Harvey can play either guard
. position. His strength is his perimeter
range.
Sherwin Anderson is a pure point
guard from Brooklyn, New York. He

doesn't have as consistent a shot as
Harvey, but he's got moves.
Tyson Britt, an athletic 6-4 swingman
from Anderson,· Indiana will look to
slither through<iefenses when he gets his
chance.
"Youcanneverhavetoomuchdepth,"
said Gillen. "We'll play a lot of guys,
especially if we continue to have the
injuries we have right now."
- XU is looking to go back to the NCAA
tournament and do damage. If the new
pieces fit into the XU pie, look for it to
happen.
"Every game will be like a tournament game since we don't have an automatic bid to the NCAA," said Gillen.
"We have an exciting team, and we have
a chance to be good."
We'd like to get past 32," said Gr~t
(referring to two second round losses m
theNCAA). "Ifwecangetintothatround
of 16, We can do some damage."
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All-American Grant defies odds and gravity
By Emmett Prosser

The Xavier Newswire

''He's one of the best players that will be available
in this year's draft."-Marty Blake, NBA director ofscouting

All-American candidates
are not produced in
ii~,.
Georgetown Ohio.
All-American candidates
play more than one year of ·.
high school varsity basketball.
Unless your name is Brian
Grant.
There was no red carpet
welcome when Brian Grant
came into Schmidt Fieldhouse
four years ago. They could
have donned him in Riddler
garb with a question mark
stitched on his jersey.
Questions were answered
early as Grant set a freshman
record for rebounds with 723.
Soon Jamal Walker looked to
the post before looking to roast
others with his moves.
What makes Grant so
successful?
"He's a tremendous
worker," said Loyola Head
Coach Will Rey. He has that
fire burning within him."
photo by Greg Rust
Grant, a third team AllAmerican selection by Street
and Smith Magazine comes up . Xavier Center. Brian Grant has been listed as a third team All-American by Street and Smitli Magizine.
big because of his ded,ic:aticm,., .·.
He was MCC player-of-the.:·.· ·
year last season, and second
Louisville while going head to
percentage record of Tyrone
said Grant. "But it's all hype."
team All-MCC his freshman
head
with fellow All-AmeriHill after shooting 65.4 percent
Xavier's center has added
and sophomore years.
can
candidate
Clifford Rozier
last
season.
10 pounds to his frame. At 6'"I wish he was on my
shows
he
will
play his best
Grant's
ability
to
reach
9" and 254 pounds, Grants
team," said La Salle Coach
when he goes against marquee
down
for
more
when
it
counts
strength
helps
him
power
Speedy Morris. "He battles
competition.
is his most valuable attribute.
through MCC big men.
every night."
The addition of Louis Orr
His
two
CBS
Most
Valuable
What is more impressive is
Grant's ability to fight has
as a full-time assistant should
Player
awards
·in
the
NCAA
his
ability
to
shoot
from
17
feet
earned him the nickname
help Brian raise his game to its
tournament are proof of that.
and in. He is on pace to
"general".
full potential at the college
His
23
point
performance
at
obliterate the school field goal
"I appreciate the honors,"

By Kipp Hanley

The Xavier Newswire
Brian Grant, XU's 6-9 center
will battle three other big dogs
with potential for serious national honors.
XU travels to Durham where
Grant will face Cherokee Parks
of Duke.
Fellow Giants YinkaDareand
Kendrick Warren will invade the
Gardens.
Add a depleted schedule of
MCC talent and tough Miami
valley contests and X may have
the toughest schedule its ever
played in Pete Gillen's tenure.
Despite losing Duquesne,

Notre Dame and perennial powerhouse Louisville, the Muskies
will still face a more than adequate schedule this year.
After opening against
Marietta Nov. 29, XU must shift
into high gear the following Saturday against the sixth-ranked
Blue Devils of Duke University.
Not only does Duke have two
All-American· candidates in
Grant Hill and Cherokee Parks,
but an 80 game non-conference
winning streak at home.
To round out December, the
Muskies play archrival Miami
University in Oxford and tough
Metro conference foe Virginia
Tech.

The highlights in January include two games against former
MCC team Dayton, a trip to
Evansville, and of course, the
Crosstown Shootout in the Gardens. UC, despite losing a host
of talent from their Elite Eight, is
ranked twentieth pre-season,
partly due to an unreal recruiting class. Look for a war in the
paint between Brian Grant and
freshman
phenomenon
Dontonio Wingfield.
In February, Gillen's troops
will face stiff competition from
LaSalle, George Washington,
and Virginia Commonwealth
University. The Explorers' frustrating stall tactics may prove

challenging for the Muskies in
Philadelphia while both GW and
VCU bring All-American candidates into the Gardens. Yinka
Dari of George Washington and
Kendrick Warren of VCU are
dominating inside presences
that could give Brian Grant and
Co. fits.
March means not only MCC
tourriament time, but the Big
Dance as well. However,with
no automatic bid in the MCC
thisyear,XUmustbringatwenty
plus win regular season if they
want a chance to try on the glass
slipper.

Please find full mens basketball
schedule in sports section.

level.
"Louis will help Brian
mentally because he was a big
man as well," said Gillen.
"He's had the same frustrations as a big man that Brian is
going through."
Another frustration for
Grant could have been not
seeing Aaron Williams and
Jamie Gladden on the floor,
but Grant says that will n:ot be
the case.
"Jamie and Aaron were
great players, but now when I
pass or when I post up I'll
have confidence in Tyrice or
Steve or whoever is out there,"
Grant said.
Defenses will key on Grant.
He wreaks havoc on MCC big
men on a regular basis.
Though he'll be beaten nightly
because of his importance
inside, Grant isn't worried
about his statistics. Perhaps
the absence of a large ego is a
weapon for Grant.....
"I'm not looking to be the
man," he said. "I want to help
our team, but honors don't
mean anything unless we
win."
The last Xavier big man to
receive serious All-American
attention was Cleveland
Cavalier forward Tyrone Hill.
All he did was "help" his team
to Xavier's best NCAA
tournament finish in school
history.
No one has to roll out the
red carpet for Grant. He'll
welcome you instead.
Chances are, if you're playing
against him, you won't want
tocome'in.
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photo by Mitchell Layton

George Washington's Yinka Dare
is only one of the big men Xavier
will face this season.
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No automatic NCAA bid for MCC champion
Coaches Preseason
All-Conference
Teams
First Team
Andy Elkins, Evansville
Brian Grant, Xavier
Jermaine Guice, Butler
· TonyTolbert,DetroitMercy.
Kareem Townes, la Salle

Head Coach Barry Collier. "This
team has the ability to play faster."
Jermaine Guice will be the man
triggering the new style.. Guice will
remain at the two guard where he
scored 17.3 points a contest last year.
His new backcourtmatewillbetransfer Travis Trice, a starter at Purdue
two seasons ago.
Triceisamuchbettershooterthan
Tim Bowen, the Bulldogs point guard
the last four years.
"Teams sagged off Tim in the
past," said Guice. "They won't be
abletodothatthisseasonwithTravis
because he's an excellent shooter."
Butler lost all cif its big men to
graduation. Collier went to Florida
and combed 6' -8" Marcus Cowart
and 6'-10" Marcel Con away from
the beach. If BU can get inside production from both of them, and Trice
can take some pressure off Guice,
the Bulldogs could be the surprise of
theMCC.

By Emmett Prosser
The Xavier Newswire
The Midwestern Collegiate Conferencecouldn'tafforddefectionslast
year, butthedeparturesofDuquesne
and Dayton leave the MCC with
only six teams and no automatic
NCAA bid.
Though the future of the league is
far from stable, the conference has
many good l?asketball players, especially guards.
The following reports are in order
of predicted 1993-94 season finish.

Second Team

Kerman Ali, Loyola
Vernell Brent, Loyola
Paul Bur.ke, La Salle
Todd Cochenour, Evansville
Greg Grant, Detroit Mercy

Xavier
Musketeers

Xavier is picked to finish first by

The Newswire. For a preview, please

MCCMedia
Preseason
All-Conference
Teams
First Team
. Andy Elkins, Evansville
Brian Grant, Xavier
Jermaine Guice, Butler
Tony Tolbert, Detroit Mercy
Kareem Townes, la Salle
Second Team
Kerman Ali, Loyola
Vernell Brent, Loyola
Paul Burke, La Salle
Michael Hawkins, Xavier

Reed Jackson, Evansville
· Tyrice Walker, Xavier

seepage2.

Detroit

Loyola
··Ramblers

Mercy

ntans

1111\NS

Just when it looked like Ricky
ByrdsongwastumingDetroitMercy
in the right direction, he left to coach
Northwestern in the Big Ten.
Perry Watson, afonner Michigan
assistant takes over a team that had
itsfustwinningseasoninseven years
in '92-'93.
Tony Tolbert, who shoots more
thanJesseJamesdid will be the leader
of the always exciting Titan attack
Tolbert was voted theMCCNewcomer-of-the-Year last season after
he lit up opposing defenses for 20.4
points per contest.
Tolbert is the true scorer UDM
will look to when they need a hoop.
Backcourt mates will include Mike
Jackson, Emmanuel Bibb and
Terrance Porter.
Center Greg Grant has put on 25
pounds since last season. If the Ti-

file photo

Brian Grant

MCCCoaches
Predictions
1. Xavier

2. Evansville
3. LaSalle

4. Butler
5. Loyola
6. Detroit Mercy

MCCMedia
Predictions
1. Xavier
2. La Salle
3. Evansville
4. Butler
5. Detroit Mercy
6. Loyola

.· The annual basketball supplement is a special publication of

The Xavier Newswire.
Co-Editors
Emmett Prosser
Bryan Powell
Photography Editor
Holly Brooks
The staff wishes to thank Torn Eiser
and the Sports Information Department as well as Dawn Anderson.
Any opinions or statements made by
the writers or columnists in this
supplementdonotnecessarilyreflect
those of the general staff of The Xavier
Newswire or Xavier University.

tans are to disprove their sixth place
pick by the MCC coaches, Grant will
have to produce inside. Also look
for Pat Lacy and Marte Smith to
contribute.
Watson wants to run as much as
possible which should suit the talents of Tolbert and Jackson.
"I'm committed to an up-tempo
game," Watson said. ''With the
personnel we have, we can play an
exciting brand of basketball."
The Titans' problem last season
was consistency. They have the athletes to play .with . anyone in this
league, but they tend to check out for
a few minutes on the court and they
lose some close games.
Tolbert doesn't see that happening this season.
"The sixth place prediction in the
coaches poll doesn't sit well in my
stomach," he said. "People will see
what we are made of."

LaSalle
··Explorers

Kareem Townes just didn't get
the ball enough last season. Just
kidding!
Townes led the MCC in scoring
last season with a 22.3 average. He
doesn't hang around a red light district very often. Townes may have
asfreeareinthisyearaslastwhenhe
fired 550 shots (301 from three point
territory). La Salle lost most of its
front line. Its power will come from
its guards.
"We'd rather just play two on
twoinsteadoffiveonfive,saidHead
Coach Speedy Morris. "Our guards
are good but we've got no one to
pass it too."
Sophomore Paul Burke makes
sureteamscan'tthrowjunkdefenses
at Townes. He scored double figures in 21 of 27 games in '92-'93.
The front court was blindsided
when leading rebounder Blitz
Wooten didn't return to school and
Luteke Kalombo transferred.

Head Coach Will Rey hasn't won
much (only 37 times in four years).
Now he's trying to accumulate victories in a hurry. Loyola wasn't getting it done with its mix, so they
went to the junior college ranks and
raided them- big time.
· · Five jucos arrive on campus with
·the hopes of putting Loyola back in
: the top half of the league.
~...:c=~=·'
All of them are working real
file photo hard," said senior captain Vernell

Tony Tolbert was Newcomer-al.the-¥ear in the MCC last season. The senior
'J
Detroit Mercy Titan is a first team selection by MCC media and coaches.

Brent. "I think they are going to be a
real asset to our team."
Rey especially. went after front
court help in hope of supporting
Kerman Ali, a second team all-MCC
pre-season selection at power forward. Ali averaged 14 points and 6.5
rebounds a game last season. ' '
Ali's immediate assistance will
probably arrive from a pair of 6'-6"
juniors Marlon Burton and Bernard
Williams. Willams is a Windex man.
He finished third in JC rebounding
last year.

puter system. If they didn't have
goofy sleeves on their jerseys, you'd
swear you were playing the Hoosiers.
Returning to Crews' line-up are
Todd Cochenour, Andy Elkins and
Reed Jackson. Elkins is a true scorer
who should blossom into one of the
MCC's top small forwards this season. Cochenour is a tremendous defender, but
this year he will be
asked to provide offensive punch.
"I have to take more
of a role in evE;rything,"
said Cochenour. "I
have to pass it on to
everyone else."
"Everyone else" includes ·six new faces.
Carl Reeder, a red shirt
freshman was the
fourthleadingscorerin
Indianapolis two years
ago, and should see actionat bothforward poEvansville
sitions. Toby Madison
and Chris Quinn (both
PurpleAce8
freshmen) had great
high school careers and
should contribute immediately. Madison
This is Evan5ville's last season in led Indiana prepsters in
the MCC. Ch'!flces are, they won't scoring last season b liswant to remember it.
tering the nets for 30
The Purple'. Aces lost more key points a contest. Quinn
· players sco.red 80 points in the
photo by Greg Rust
. than any- final four games of the
oneelsein mdiana State champiMike Hawkins is a second team All-MCC selection.
the league. onships.
Gone is
UE could finish as
MC C highassecond;butthey
wrecking will rely heavily on young players.
"We were last in the conference in
b a 1 1 Chances are, this team won't be as rebounding last season," said Rey.
Parrish goodinJanuaryasitisinMarch. An "When that happens, it affects your
Casebier easy non-conference schedule (Ten- ability to run the break and it affects
(20.1 ppg, nessee-Martin, Walsh, Chicago St., your ability to score. That is. why we
6.6 rpg) Missouri-St. Louis) may help confi- signed these guys."
center dence:
The backcourt is solid with Brent
Sascha
and sophomore Chris Wilburn. Both
Huprnann
started last season. Brent led the
and point
MCC in steals last season. He pilfilephoto g u a rd
fered opponents 43 times for an av.
Scott
Butler
erage of 2.8 a contest.
Andy Elkins
Shreffler.
"We're faster, we're deeper and
Bulldogs
~l i 1 , :J;\ll:tP.ree
we're playing a whole new style,"
will be sorelymisse!:i, but C~bier'iS ·' .
said Ali. "We're going to surprise
irreplacable. No orfo on this seasdn's ·
some people."
squad has the athletic'ability or the
Loyola may be quicker and have
talent to take over a game as he had.
Last year Butler went 11-17 play- more players on the pines, but so do
UE is disciplined, well coached ing deliberate. 1his season the Bull- rnostothertearns. Anythinghigher
and difficult to prepare for. Head dogs will look to push it.
than a .500 season will be a surprise
Coach Jim Crews loads his game
"Our goal is to speed up U1egarne to anyone other than the Ramblers
plandiskintothe Bobby Knight com- and get it into the 80's or 90's," said themselves.

The only experienced inside talent is 6'-8" Terquin Mott. Mott will
play Center much of the time. Stud
recrnit Romaine Haywood, who sat
out last season due to proposition 48
will see immediate playing time at
forward.
Morris is worried about the front
line.
"We don't have a Brian Grant.
Townes would be passing it more if
we did."
A tough non-conference slate
should help LUFontend. The schedule includes Temple, Illinois, James
Madison, Villanova and Princeton.
The Explorhs guard tandem
should keep them in the top half of
theleague. Alackofbigmenshould
clinch another scoring championship
for Townes and a third place finish
for LaSalle.
·
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Second straight NCAA bid predicted
By Kipp Hanley

11ie Xavier Newswire
Here's a newsflash for all you socalled sports buffs of Cincinnati. There
was, is, and always will be a Division I
women's basketball program at Xavier
University.
But wait, the news gets even better.
Not only is XU picked to win the MCC
this year, but they can boast their own
All-American candidate, senior "everything" Carol Madsen.
Come out to Schmidt Fieldhouse and
support the women in their quest to
make it back to the NCAA tournament
for the second straight year.
Xavier, of course, will be led by senior
guard/ forward Carol Madsen who was
picked as the pre-season MCC Player of
the Year. Madsen, 6-1, is an outstanding,
unselfish player who can not only light
up the scoreboard, but play fantastic
defense as well. "Plain and simple, she's
a winner," compliments Coach Ehlen.
However, the Muskies won't have to
rely on Madsen alone. According to
Ehlen, this year'ssquad may be the deepest and most athletic group of women
that he's coached at Xavier.
This depth allows Ehlen to play an
up-tempo style of play, emphasizing
outstanding defense and outside shooting. Their bench will definitely play a
huge factor at the start of the '93-'94
campaign because of the injuries sidelining starters Lynn Bihn and Nicole Like.
Junior Lynn Bihn, a first team AllMCC player last season, provides the
Muskies with some firepower in the
paint. Not only did Lynn average 17
points a game as a sophomore, but she
was a monster on the boards, snaring
over eight a game. Despite the loss of
Monique Greene, a powerful inside presence, the team is very confident in Bihn's
abilities.
"Lynn is the kind of player who is
never satisfied and always wants to be a
better player," stated Ehlen.
Another
player
who
must return to
the
Xavier
squad heal thy is
junior guard
Nicole Like.
Nicole gives the
Muskies a solid
outside shot
along with excellent ball-handling skills.
Until then,
Xavier must rely
more on senior
center Janet
Haneberg, forward Amy Colborn, and a bevy of talented sophomores. According to Coach
Ehlen, playing with Carol Madsen, a
consummate team player, should help
improve the women's offensive skills.

1993-94
Womens
basketball
schedule
Slovenia National
Team
Wisconsin-G~en Bay
Bowling Green

Indiana State
Morehead State
Cleveland State
Vermont Holiday
Tournament
Wagner College
Tournament
Jan. 2-3
Jan.8
Jan.13
Jan.15
Jan.18
Jan.22
Jan.27
Jan. 29

Hoosier Classic
Loyola
Evansville
Butler
U. of Cincinnati
La Salle
Notre Dame
Loyola

photo by Ed Wolff

Carol Madsen (far left) and Lynn Rihn (right) sandwich two Cleveland State
opponents and teammate Janet Hanneberg during a game last season.
While the XU backcourt is relatively
young, it's definitely not inexperienced.
Both Amy SiefringandMissy Heydinger
played a greatdealasrookiesand should
see even more action this year due to the
injury to Nicole Like. Siefring, ~ three
point specialist, is a possible starter, while
Heydinger
should provide
some quality
minutes coming
off the pine. Also
key
to
the
Muskies early
success will be the
performance of
sophomore reserve forward
Missy Wade.
· To round out
the team is an impressive freshman class. While
they may not play
a large role this
year, Ehlen believes Buffy Burden, Sherry
Clinkenbeard, Sheila Flint, and Jenny
Rauh have the potential to continue
Coach Ehlen's newly found success.
Madsen said,"As soon as they're used to

This year's squad
may be the deepest
and most athletic
group of women
Ehlen's ever coached
at Xavier.

the college system, I'll expect a lot of
good things from them."
For the second straight year, Xavier is
favored to win the MCC crown. However, XU hopes not to repeat its disappointing '92 start and second place finish
during the regular season.
· "Last year we were picked at the top
but we fell flat on our face in the beginning," said Ehlen.
Some of Xavier's biggest hurdles this
yearincludeanimprovedNotreDamesquad
as well as an impressive non-conference
schedulethatincludesWisconsin-GreenBay,
Wake Forest, and Indiana University.
Both Ehlen and Madsen agree that if
they expect to win the regular season ·
title, they must come together earlier as a
team. The expansion of teams in the
tournament combined with the fact that
Xavier made it to the Big Dance last year,
should give the players incentive to perform better in the regular season.
"I know they'll have a great amount
of desire and hunger to get back [to the
NCAA's]," said Coach Ehlen.
If everyone stays healthy and Madsen
repeats her amazing junior numbers, the
men's basketball team won't be the only
one experiencing March Madness.

Dayton
Detroit-Mercy
LaSalle
Butler
Evansville
Notre Dame

Detroit-Mercy
MCC Tournament
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MCC womens scouting reports

Irish look for pot of gold
By Kipp Hanley

The Xavier Newswire
University of
Notre Dame

If anyone should wrest the
title away from Xavier this
season, it will probably be
Notre Dame. The Irish bring
an experienced, deep team
into the '93-'94 MCC campaign, returning five seniors to
go with a talented group of
newcomers. The Irish are led
by junior Letitia Bowen(l3.4
ppg) and senior guard Sherri
Orlosky (9.9 ppg). Bowen, an
All-American candidate, is a
fierce rebounder and inside
scorer while Orlosky is an
excellent perimeter shooter.
Seniors Kristin Knapp, Kara
Leary, and sophomore Stacy
Fields are all sure to make
solid contributions for Notre
Dame this year as well.
Butler University
Last year, Butler stole the
show in the MCC, winning the
regular season title. 111e
Bulldogs hope to play ·
Cinderella again by making it
two straight in the MCC.
Butler, under the direction of
new head coach June
Olkowski, will emphasize
non-stop defensive pressure to
get the w's in '93-'94. Led by a
pair of talented guards, junior
Sarah Armington and senior

Jami Sloan, the Bulldogs
should make some noise in the
MCC this year.
LaSalle University

the Aces should finish no
better than t11e middle of the
pack
University of
Detroit Mercy

LaSalle starts out the season
with a lot of question marks.
111e Explorers graduated their
all-time scorer, Jenn Cole and
their all-time steals leader
Jenny McGowan, and have
only two seniors on their
squad. However, with the
winningest coach in LaSalle's
history, John Miller, and a
talented group of freshmen,
the Explorers should be
pushing the leaders of the
pack. Senior forwards Lisa
Auman and Mary Heller, third
in the MCC in rebounding,
hope to elevate the play of the
freshman class this year.

The Titans hope to tum it
around after last year's
disappointing 11-16 record.
Head Coach Fred Proctor
hopes that the '92-'93 MCC
Newcomer-of-the Year, Faith
Cyr, along with an experienced group of sophomores
and juniors means w's for
Detroit Mercy's fledgling
basketball program~ Despite
being picked sixth in the MCC,
don't write off the Titans right
away. They could play sleeper
late in the season if their
newcomers are as good as
they're touted to be.

Evansville University

Loyola University

The Aces, with new head
coach Faith Mimnaugh at the
helm, hope to make their
presence felt in the MCC in
'93-'94. Coach Mimnaugh,
former semi-professional
player and assistant coach at -N.C. State, hopes to bring a
run-and-gun style to Evansville. 111is should suit starting
guards Amy Lefever and
Tricia Deffendol, both of
whom were in the top ten in 3point FG percentage in the
MCC last year. However, due
to an inexperienced frontcourt,

According to most of the
press, the Ramblers will round
out the MCC field. The
Ramblers look to improve last
year's 6-21 record with new
head coach Tracy Manuel and
four returning starters. Loyola
hopes the tandem of Lori Esser
and Stacy Kundinger will lead
the team to a bright '93-'94
season. If Lewis University's
one year turnaround under
Manuel is indicative of her
coaching prowess, Rambler
basketball has noiliing to
worry about in the future.

Coaches Preseason
All-Conference Teams

Coaches Preseason
Predictions

First Team

1. Xavier
2. Notre Dame
3. Butler
4. La Salle
5. Evansville
6. Detroit-Mercy
7. Loyola

Sara Armington, Butler
Lynn Bihn, Xavier
Letitia Bowen, Notre Dame
Tricia Deffendoll, Evansville
Mary Heller, La Salle
Amy Lefever, Evansville
Carol Madsen, Xavier
Second Team

Angela Cotton, Butler
Faith Cyr, Detroit-Mercy
Stacy Kunelinger, Loyola
Beth Morgan, Notre Dame
Amy Siefring, Xavier
Carol Madsen is preseason Player-of-the-Year
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Tar Heels look to be in Charlotte when it counts
By Emmett Prosser
The Xavier Newswire

Charlotte, NC threw one serious hoedown when the NFL awarded them the
Carolina Panthers. They'll party again
when North Carolina leads the four best
college basketball teams in the country
into the Charlotte Coliseum March 2.
I'd love to go against the wizard Dean
Smith and say he'd get upset this season,
but to say we won't see Carolina blue in
the NCAA's celebration wouldn't be a
bold statement, it would be stupid.
All-American Center Eric Montross
Heels into what should be
leads the
a repeat National Championship season.
All the pieces are there. Derrick Phelps is
the nation's best defensive guard, and
Brian Reese is one of the most versatile
swingmen in the country. But the key
cog at the Dean Dome is Junior Donald
Williams. This guy is clutch. The name
on the back of his jersey should read
range. The only thing that changes when
this guy dials long distance is what area
code he is in.
NC will be challenged. Nolan
Richardson has every starter back from a
team that captured the SEC division
championship last season and took Carolina to overtime in the Big Dance last
season. Scotty Thurman may be the best

Tar

player in the SEC. With all the press
Kentucky got last year in the tri state,
Thurman got lost in the shuffle. Head
Coach Nolan Richardson calls his defense "40 minutes of hell." lSU coach
Dale Brown calls it"40 minutes of mugging."

Temple was one game away from
reaching the Final Four lastseascin. They
may have the best backcourt that the
nation hasn't heard of. Eddie Jones and
Aaron McKie combined for 38 points a
game last season. John Chaney may be
the mast intense coach in the nation.
After three appearances in the elite eight,
look for Temple to advance one more
round if they stay away from the great
medical staff there.
Duke didn't make the Final Four last
season which makes them feel like they
have something to prove. What a scary
thought. Grant Hill can play any position on the floor except center. He can
model too.
"I hear he's going to be on the cover of
G.Q. soon," said Head CoachPeteGillen.
Center Cherokee Parks is from Huntington Beach, but he doesn't surf as well
as he posts up. Mike Krzy7.ewski, head
coach of the Blue Devils, as usual recruited three studs. The best one may be
Greg Newton and no one even saw him
play in a high school all-star game because he was watching the Canadians

win the Stanley Cup in Montreal.
Kansas lost Adonis Jordan and Rex ·
Walters to graduation. For most this
would be a loss beyond repair, but for
Roy Williams he just reloads.
Steve Woodberry and Calvin Rayford
will take the place of a twosome that led
theJayhawkstotwoFinalFours. Rayford
may be the quickest player in the Big
Eight. Woodberry can score at will.
Superfrosh Jacque Vaughn may be taking Rayford's place in a hurry. ·
"He'll bea starter from day one," ·said
Gillen.
7'-2" Greg Ostertag will anchor the
middle, but look for Scot Pollard to get
playing time along with Nick Proud.
Power Forward Richard Scott is a freight
train down low.
Michiganmightstillbethinkingabout
Chris Webber's untimely timeout in the
NCAA finaJs last season. Wipe it out,
The fab five are now four, but they'll do
just fine. Juwan Howard should demonstrate abilities fans never knew he had
because of Webber.
Jalen Rose is a fine talent even if the
media makes him better then he is. Now
that Webber is gone, he will become the
squad's chief garbage man-he talks
mucho trash.
California shocked Duke last season,
putting to rest any thoughts of a NCAA
trifecta for the Devils. The reason- Jason

Kidd. This guy is au nature! at the point.
No artificial flavors or preservatives.
Watch thisguyplayonceand you'll agree.
. Lamond Murray averaged 19 points a
contest last season, blossoming into one
of the finer small forwards in the Pac-10.
If Cal gets to run, with Kidd's ability to
see the floor, visions of Charlotte are in
focus at Berkeley.
.
The Monster Mash is no longer on the
jukebox at Kentucky. But Head Coach
thinkshehasafinereplacementin Walter
McCarty. McCarty sat out last season
due to academics, but some considered
the 6'-9" forward to be the best high
school player ih 1992.
Sleepers? Virginia and Minnesota look
to have great chances of making runs.
Corey Alexander is at the head of the
class of ACC point guards in a league
with plenty of good ones. Vashon
Leonard led the Golden Gophers to an
NIT title in the spring. Minnesota has
four other starters back to support him.
Along with Alexander, the Cavaliers
have small forward Junior Burrough and
power forward Cornell Parker. The trio
accounted for 36 points and 18 rebounds
per contest.
A perfect World for the NCAA would
be for North Carolina and Duke to face
off in Charlotte. But Charlotte has already had one dream come true. A second one would be pushing it.

